Arthurs Seat State Park
Mountain Bike Trails

The peaceful bush land and steep rocky terrain makes Arthurs Seat State Park an exciting mountain bike destination. The combination of single trail and management vehicle tracks provides opportunities for all skill levels. The Trail network has been constructed and maintained in a joint partnership with the Redhill Riders and Parks Victoria.

WARNING

Mountain bike riding involves a high degree of personal risk and should be undertaken with care and regard for riding conditions at all time. Cyclist and other users of these trails do so at their own risk.

All black Diamond trails contain significant obstacles that should be inspected before riding. Where an obstacle or feature requires additional caution this will be indicated through the use of caution signs with the use of two or three black down arrows.

These trails are subject to natural processes, varying weather and track conditions. The Arthurs Seat mountain bike area may be closed at Parks Victoria discretion. Riders are advised to stay off the trails during and after heavy rain or storm events.

Emergency Information

Emergency Markers exist throughout the park. In the case of an emergency call 000 and quote the nearest emergency marker number, e.g. AR1001.

Parks Victoria rangers may need to be notified to assist in opening gates to ensure rapid emergency response. To contact a ranger call 13 1963.

Stay aware of the latest conditions or report fallen trees, hazards or other maintenance issues by calling Parks Victoria on 131963 or visiting www.parks.vic.gov.au

Arthurs Seat State Park has a high risk of fire. This park will be closed on days forecast code red fire danger.

Closure signs will be erected and rangers will patrol where possible, but you may not receive a personal warning.

If there is a fire call 000.

CODE OF CONDUCT

- Plan your ride.
- Obey ‘no bicycle’ signs.
- Ride only on formed trails designed for cyclists.
- Do not take short cuts or form new trails.
- Respect the right of others.
- Ride light and leave no trace or rubbish.
- Control your bike.
- Do not disturb plants or animals.
- Clean your bike and don’t spread weeds or plant disease.
- Tell other people about this code.
- Obey one way signs.

TRAIL DIFFICULTY RATING

- Easy
  Suitable for beginner riders, with firm and stable surfaces and avoidable obstacles.
- More difficult
  Suitable for riders with some off-road experience. Variety of terrain, including obstacles and some steep sections.
- Very difficult
  Suitable for experienced riders. Challenging terrain and frequent obstacles.

MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAILS

1. Pink Line 0.4km — Two way
   Natural surface, signal trail with minimal gradient and wide open corners.
   - 2. Rock Salt 1.1km — Top section one way, bottom section two way
     Short twisting single trail with fast descents, pinch climbs and some obstacles.
   - 3. Slippery Gypsy 0.2km — Two way
     Natural surface signal trail with minimal gradients and exposed tree roots.
   - 4. Wombat 1.7km — One way descending
     Natural surface signal trail with minimal gradients and exposed tree roots.
   - 5. East Link 1.0km — Two ways
     Natural surface trail providing connectivity across the landscape.
   - 6. Pine Climb 0.8km — One way ascending
     A technically challenging climb with narrow single trail, tight switch backs and exposed tree roots.
   - 7. High Roller 1.2km — Two ways
     A fast fun trail with some jumps, rock rolls, armour and challenging features.
   - 8. Piss and Needles 0.8km — One way descending
     The ride starts with a black diamond technical skills test and contains numerous large jumps, fast sections, drops and steep of camber traverses.
   - 9. Fall Line 0.7km — One way descending
     A fast and challenging trail with natural flow, berms, elevated dirt mounds and rock armouring.
   - 10. Deadwoods 0.7km — One way descending
     A tight technical descending trail with berms, rock drops and steep chutes.
   - 11. Crits 0.6km — One way descending
     A short fast descending trail dropping quickly over a rocky rutted surface.
   - 12. Loop Trail 1.7km — Two way
     Easy riding on well-formed tracks and single trails including a climb along the northern edge management vehicle track.
   - 13. Charlotte’s Pass 1.7km — One way descending
     A fast flowing single trail with short sharp climbs over granite, boulders, berms, rock rollers, large obstacles and tight technical sections.
   - 14. Link 0.4km — Two way
     A short section of natural trail providing riders with connectivity to Wombat.
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